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Simple health app allowing patients with long term conditions to record
their symptoms could save NHS £1bn a year
A new study in Parkinson’s proves the value and clinical impact of patients
using their own devices to capture and monitor symptoms and treatments.
Results from a trial in the NHS of a digital technology for Parkinson’s Disease
shows that patients are more likely to adhere to their medication, benefit from
higher quality doctors’ consultations and take more control of their condition
and treatment when given access to a specially-designed digital health app
based on the uMotif platform.
Published this week in Nature Parkinson’s journal, the results from the world’s
largest successful randomised controlled trial of a digital technology for
Parkinson’s Disease, shows a 10% improvement in adherence and a
significant improvement in patient’s experience of care.
Funded through the Department of Health’s medicines management Small
Business Research Initiative competition, the Smart PD trial used the uMotif
digital platform in seven of the NHS’s leading neurology departments to test
adherence, patient activation and the experience of the NHS care of over 200
people living with Parkinson’s. It found patients were more engaged, stuck to
their medication better and had better consultations with their clinical teams.
Parkinson’s affects 1 in 500 people, with over 127,000 people in the UK and
around 6.3 million globally, and costing the NHS almost £1 billion per annum.
If rolled out to neurology departments across the UK, the uMotif platform
could save the NHS over £20m in Parkinson’s each year. The platform is also
used in 15 other clinical conditions, which could save the NHS over £1 billion
each year if the uMotif platform were made available to the 15 million patients
with other Long Term Conditions.
Patients on the trial used the simple uMotif tracking app to record their
symptoms, medications, play cognitive games and keep a regular diary over a
16 week period. By capturing their own patient-generated health data,
patients saw a 10% improvement in their adherence to prescribed
medications, and reported a better quality of follow-up consultation with their
clinicians.
Bruce Hellman, CEO of uMotif said “these important results demonstrate that
putting patients at the centre of their care makes a significant impact to
healthcare and research. We were also excited to prove that patients of all
ages are able to use their own devices to capture high quality health data on a
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regular basis.”
Nicola Blackwood, Minister for Public Health and Innovation said: “Technology
is transforming care and the patient experience.
“I’m delighted to see that the Department’s Small Business Research Initiative
has delivered results leading to better outcomes for patients across the
country.
“Integrating technology into every day treatment offers potential benefits for
patients, carers and healthcare professionals. I am determined to make sure
our NHS embraces technologies like this.”
Tom Isaacs, Co-Founder of the Cure Parkinson’s Trust said “from a patient’s
perspective it’s great to see evidence that digital technology designed and
built for patients to capture their own data has an important impact on clinical
care. We hope that this type of technology is adopted quickly by people with
Parkinson’s so that its use becomes the rule rather than the exception.”
Julie Dodd, Director of Digital Transformation and Communication of
Parkinson’s UK said “we were delighted to support this study and look forward
to seeing how further use of tools like the uMotif platform can help patients,
carers and clinicians to improve care for people with Parkinson’s”
Juliet Bauer, NHS England’s Director of Digital Experience said “'today's NHS
is all about embracing proven new technologies like uMotif's to make a
difference to patients' experience of care, and to help to improve services
across the country. We're delighted to see the growing evidence base of how
such technologies can make a real difference.”
uMotif is now available for neurology and other Departments and GPs across
the world to support their patients; and for clinical researchers to capture high
quality patient reported health data.
A video summarizing the study results is available at
www.vimeo.com/umotif/smart-pd and the full paper can be viewed at the
Nature Parkinson’s website
http://www.nature.com/articles/s41531-016-0003-z
www.uMotif.com
ENDS
For more information, please contact Bruce Hellman, CEO of uMotif,
bruce@uMotif.com or 07974 242650
For images of the application and video footage, please contact Ben James,
Digital Director of uMotif, ben@uMotif.com
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Notes to Editors
•

The uMotif mobile app was clinically tested through an RCT in 7 of the
UK’s leading NHS neurology clinics. Results of a large scale (215
patient) trial demonstrated:

-

increases in medication adherence
o with enhanced effectiveness in older participants
improvements in patient’s symptoms
increased patient satisfaction with clinical appointments
high levels of engagement with the app, with 79% completing 112 days

•

Participants were randomized into two groups. The group using the
app tracked their health for 112 days (16 weeks) and used the data in
their follow up appointment. Both groups completed validated
questionnaires at the beginning and end to measure changes in their
medication adherence, symptoms and quality of clinical experience.

•

The study was funded by the Department of Health through its
medicines management Small Business Research Initiative
competition, with results analysed by the Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine. The study steering committee included the Cure Parkinson’s
Trust and Parkinson’s UK.

•

The trial sites were

-

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Newcastle
Upon Tyne
King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, London
St George’s Healthcare Trust, London
John van Geest Centre for Brain Repair, Cambridge
NHS Forth Valley, Scotland
The Walton Centre NHS Foundation Trust, Liverpool
University Hospitals Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust, Birmingham

-

About uMotif
uMotif is the leading next-generation digital platform to capture patientgenerated health data for health services and clinical research. The clinicallyproven platform has been deployed in 16 clinical conditions across the world.
uMotif captures high quality clinical data (PROMs, PREMs, eCOA, ePRO)
from patients, through digital tools they love to use. uMotif’s unrivalled design
quality engages patients of all ages to track their symptoms, outcomes,
experience, medications and wearable-device data – becoming active
participants in their care. Through a cloud-based, validated and secure
system, the uMotif platform is fast, flexible and cost-effective, helping
modernise the global clinical data capture industry – putting patients firmly at
the centre.
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